
MSc Student Staff Computer Science

MSc Student Staff Committee
Wednesday 4th November 2015

EM 1.58, 16.15

Attending: DimitriosKalatzis - MSc AISMI rep
Shuhan Yu Shuhan Yu - MSc BIM rep
Yutian Zhang - MSc IT (Bus) rep
Lorna Johnstone - MSc IT (Bus) rep
Gefan Zhang - MSc IT(SS) rep
Otonye Manuel - MSc SE rep
Ioannis Papaioannu - MSc AI student

Hamish Taylor, PG director and chair

Apologies: Jenny Coady, Rob Pooley, Hans Wolfgang Loidl,
Jessica Chen-Burger

The meeting was opened by the chair explaining the primary purpose of the meeting. It was to
collect and summarise the concerns of Edinburgh based Computer Science MSc students. The
minutes of the meeting would be made available to MSc students and academic staff in the
department of Computer Science. They would also be reviewed by the Computer Science
postgraduate Board of Studies and higher committees and would be made available to a variety
of quality review and auditing processes within the university.

The meeting proceeded by the chair inviting the MSc reps and students present to express their
views on a whole range of aspects of being and becoming an MSc student in the Computer
Science department.

1. Admissions

OM said that the admissions process was handled in a timely manner and that communications
with admissions staff were clear. This was helpful as she had less of Software Engineering
background and needed advice on whether she was appropriately qualified to do her MSc.

IP suggested that there was room for better articulation of pre-requisite knowledge expected for
MSc admissions in publicity media.

DK observed he had been mislead by the published syllabus forF21SC Industrial
Programming in the course descriptor available on the recruitment website. He had taken it to
mean that the course taught C++ whereas it actually taught C#. This was material to his choice
of his MSc programme. He had studied C# before and wanted to study C++.

HT remarked that the published course descriptor wasn’t specific as to which of the languages
C++ or C# was actually taught. Both were mentioned as possibilities.However, there was
scope for making the course descriptor more specific as to what would be taught.
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2. Accommodation

IP stated that it was really hard for international students to find a guarantor for their rental
agreements that was acceptable to private landlords. Most landlords asked for such guarantees
and seemed primarily interested in getting them from UK based parties. He asked if it was
possible for the university to act as such a guarantor.

HT replied that he thought it rather unlikely the university would agree to this, because it would
open the university to significant financial liabilities, but said that he would pass the request
along. There might be other ways in which the university might help students provide such
guarantees.

3. Induction

None of the reps present reported any issues with making initial option choices at the pre-
enrolment session. They felt students had enough information and advice at the session to make
those selections.

LJ observed that theIntroduction to Linux session took place on a Wednesday afternoon
immediately after the Induction session. This was 3 days into the first semester. Howev er, she
was expected on the Monday, the 1st day of the teaching session, to be proficient in using Linux
in a F21DV Data Visualisation and Analytics lab. Howev er, she had never used Linux before
coming on the MSc. She wondered whether theIntroduction to Linux tutorial could be offered
before anyone was expected to use Linux.

OM, DK and IP asked that a social event for new MSc students be held. This would help new
MSc students get to know each other. A suitable time would be during daylight hours early in
the first semester before the coursework starts.

YZ reported thatC11SP Strategic Project Management held its first lecture in the Thursday of
week 3. This made it almost impossible to sample the course before selecting or avoiding it as
an option. The final deadline for option choices was the following day.

4. Teaching

DK asked that staff be more flexible on coursework deadlines. The academic responsible for
F21SC Industrial Programming had been flexible in pushing back deadlines. However, other
academics hadn’t been. If there was better awareness of deadlines by academics across the
department then there would be better appreciation of coincident deadlines and more academics
would be inclined to be flexible about their deadlines.

LJ and SY both reported thatC11SP Strategic Project Management like C11OH Work, Culture
and Organisations was taught in two 3 hour blocks every two weeks. There was a 1 hour break
in between the blocks but the 6 hour intensive teaching made these Thursdays an exhausting
experience.

OM suggested that asking for 5 separate pieces of coursework (6 really since one was in two
parts) onF21IF Information Systems Methodologies was too much especially since assessed
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coursework was only worth 40% of the overall course mark. Furthermore the responsible
academic hadn’t been clear about what was expected in each piece. The specifications were too
vague and didn’t articulate adequately what the academic had in mind. The opinion was also
expressed that F21IF students should be allowed to change groups between successive
courseworks. Reps felt that students on this course were stuck together with the same other
students throughout. Such an arrangement didn’t allow the impact of having collaborators in a
group who didn’t pull their weight or were hard to work with to be evened out across the whole
class.

All the reps agreed that the submission of assessed coursework should be by a common method,
which was exercisable online, and supported feedback and marking in the same medium. They
advocated using Vision and TurnItIn for this purpose. They argued for this on the grounds of
ease of use, simplicity in having a uniform method, effectiveness and efficiency in using it, and
avoidance of problems in printing and assembling hard copy coursework reports.

IP noted that honours and MSc students attended many of the same courses, were given the
same coursework to do to the same deadlines except that MSc students were expected to do
more! He and DK felt that MSc students should be doing completely different courseworks.
They were performing at different levels so their coursework should be correspondingly
different.

YZ maintained that onF21DF Databases and Information Systems the exams were being held
too soon after the end of the coursework. This left students inadequate time to prepare for the
exams.

GZ argued that generally across all the courses he was doing, the coursework took considerable
time to do, but wasn’t giv en sufficient corresponding weight. He was of the opinion that the
weight of the coursework’s contribution to the overall course mark should be increased across
the board.

IP asked for the final timetable for exams to be published earlier. DK agreed. Publishing it so
late meant that non-UK students planning to fly back to their home countries for Christmas had
to pay rather more for their airline tickets than they needed to.

The MSc reps were asked whether they were interested in having a mid semester break of a
week in which there would be no lectures. DK was in favour and OM was mildly supportive. LJ
argued that if week 12 was a reading week then it wasn’t necessary. Other students didn’t seem
keen on the idea.

The MSc reps present were questioned whether they found the 1 office hour a week
arrangement for contacting staff in their offices were adequate. IP said that MSc students don’t
use office hours because it’s not timely, is too short and there are other faster ways of getting in
contact such as by email.

DK and IP expressed the opinion that for students with an engineering background, the two
MScs in AI offered too little mathematical content. Comparable MSc programmes in AI
offered by other UK universities such as the University of Edinburgh had substantially more
mathematical content.They were concerned that they were being relatively disadvantaged in
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their educational experience and might not be regarded as educated to the same level in
comparison.

The meeting was adjourned sine die.

Hamish Taylor
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